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Azure Access Management

Fully leverage your Microsoft Azure investment
Office 365 now has 180 million active monthly users.¹ Whether
they know it or not, all businesses utilizing Office/M365 are
storing their data in Azure. With over 95% of Fortune 500
companies leveraging Azure, ensuring the security of this data
is an increasing concern for both privacy and compliance.²
Optiv’s Microsoft Azure Access Management services

ensures a client’s implementation meets their business and
security requirements through assessment, configuration
and application migration. Optiv can help you establish SSO
(single sign-on) and MFA (multi-factor authentication) across a
centralized Access Management program with a defined RBAC
(role-based access control) strategy.

Expected Outcomes

Optiv’s Identity and Data Management team can help you address your main concerns. Our
unified and centralized identity and data management (IDM) solution will allow for all security
permissions to be applied across multiple data protection solutions to help customers secure
their business as they move to the cloud.
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Why Clients Choose Optiv
~1,500 cybersecurity experts
in Healthcare, Finance, Manufacturing, Education,
Critical Infrastructure, Retail, Aerospace, Government,
Oil and Gas
Extension of the Microsoft team with extensive
Microsoft and Azure capabilities

12+ Years
Average experience of Optiv’s Identity and
Data Management team
90
Identity and data experts

How We Do It
Microsoft Azure SSO and MFA
Configuration and integration support to optimize
implementations.
• Configure/define Microsoft Azure SSO and MFA
• Integrate third-party SSO and MFA solutions
• Conditional access specific to authentication and
authorization

Application Migration Readiness Assessment
Assess and define readiness for on-premise or SaaS
applications.
• Define application readiness
» For deploying SAML, OAuth and OpenID for SSO
• Application gateway to support on-premise legacy
Windows authentication
• Legacy web access control

Define Access Management
Utilizing policy definitions, RBAC and conditional access.
• Define strategy for Azure policy through RBAC and
conditional access
• Configure/Deploy RBAC and conditional access policies
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Optiv is a security solutions integrator – a “one-stop” trusted partner with a singular focus on cybersecurity. Our end-toend cybersecurity capabilities span risk management and transformation, cyber digital transformation, threat management,
cyber operations, identity and data management, and integration and innovation, helping organizations realize stronger,
simpler and more cost-efficient cybersecurity programs that support business requirements and outcomes. At Optiv, we are
leading a completely new approach to cybersecurity that enables clients to innovate their consumption models, integrate
infrastructure and technology to maximize value, achieve measurable outcomes, and realize complete solutions and
business alignment. For more information about Optiv, please visit us at www.optiv.com.
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